TOWARDS AN EDUCATED INDIA:

ETHICS IS POWER

'Now' - is always the right time to do the right thing

Ethics is power. There are certain advantages accrued by professing ethics universally. Ethical conduct commands respect and influence because:

- People, who function ethically, have a high score on moral intelligence which provides protection against 'toxic' influences in society.
- Moral intelligence is the summation of seven traits: consistency, inhibitory control, responsibility, logic, cooperation, fairness and empathy. These traits are valued universally.
- Ethical people are conscious that a lie is not just in the words, or the lack of words, it’s the intention. They are conscious, aware and therefore try to minimize all variations of lies including: lie to debar, lie to confuse, lie to misinform and also lie by omission. They are not party to mean people as means to the end.
- People who operate ethically believe their work is their bond. They are custodians of the performance of their duties. They avoid any actions or creating the appearance that they are violating the law or engage in any activity that conflicts with their duty. They have no hidden agendas and motives therefore confidentiality, data security, and conflict of interest is seldom a problem with these individuals. Organisations place immense trust in such individuals and groom them for leadership positions to bridge the ever growing 'trust deficit' in the minds of the stakeholders.
- Ethical people are highly resistant to influence attempts from 'political swindlers' who use unethical means. The power of those acting unethically is dampened and thus ethical authority is enhanced by comparison.
- Ethical employees are less likely to spend valuable energy in internal turf battles, both personally and departmentally. This frees enormous amount of time and energy for task accomplishment enabling them to be productive and efficient. This empowers teams and organisations to better serve customers and operate more efficiently. The result can be greater power and influence in the market place.
- Consistent ethical conduct results in 'influence'. Those higher in the organisation are more likely to pay attention to an individual they know to be ethical versus someone who they believe is trying to advance personal versus organisational agenda.
- Employees known to operate ethically are preferred team members revered as equal even to and sometimes greater than technical competence. Team leaders who believe their members are ethical worry less about being negatively surprised by something wrong in their team. Often this results in more delegation of responsibility to an ethical person, other factors being equal. This can give the ethical person more responsibility and influence within the team.
- People known to operate ethically foster positive working environment. They are honest, thoughtful and constructive critiques. They acknowledge, listen and respond to feedback objectively. They are honest about their experiences, abilities and availability.
- People who are ethical in their conduct give due credit to their team members during access and also take responsibility of the failures.
- People who believe in ethical living make ethical choices in financial investments, consumer purchases, charity and even in choosing the food they eat. They evaluate their choices based on health, environmental and social consequences. They live responsibly.

Ethical behaviour is 'value' driven. Values are integral to attitude formation and to how one responds to people and situations. One's character does not stay at home when one goes to work or play. Since it calls on perspicacious thought, analytical and intuitive reasoning, and prudential judgment, ethics is perhaps more art than science–the art of choosing well and wisely for the good of self and others to succeed in one's personal and professional life. Educational institutions are the best place where one can learn to know what ethics is from the theoretical perspective before applying them at work places.
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